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A method is proposed for investigation of dielectrics by carrying out
Selective Polarization-Depolarization cycles (PD cycles) of different constant temperatures. The new thcnnograms arc similar to the thermally stimulated discharge
current (TSDC) thermograms, and allow one to determine all basic parameters of
the dielectric under investigation.
General expressions for the new thennograms are derived. They show that the
new method, compared with the TSDC method, has some important advantages.
Abstra~t.
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1. Introduction

temperature which, in

For investigation of broad or overlapping peaks, some modifications of the TSDC
method [ 1-5] have been suggested (2, 6-9]. They have a higher resolution achieved by
carrying out the experiment in a narrow temperature interval (2, 7] (thennal sampling),
by a preliminary fractional depolarization (2, 6] (peak cleaning), or by applying the
polarizing field during appointed time intervals in order to .create a suitable fractional
polarization (8, 9] .
A more general and efficient teclrnique for creating fractional, or selective polarization in dielectrics was suggested in [ 1O]. Unfortunately, this technique is incompatible
with the standard TSDC method because the created selective polarization cannot be
saved during the cooling stage.
In this paper we propose a new method for experimental investigation of dielectrics
in which the selective polarization suggested in [ 1O] is utilized. The new method is
similar to the TSDC method in its nature, but differs from it both in its measuring
procedure and in its features.
In the TSDC method the dielectric is polarized completely at a high temperature,
its polarization is "frozen" by cooling, and then gradually destroyed by increasing the
temperature. So at different temperatures different dipoles are "unfrozen" (provided that
the dielectric is with a spectrum of relaxation times). Relaxing, these dipoles cause the
measured cun-ent.
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In the method proposed here isothennal cycles of Selective PolarizationDopolarization (PD cycles) are carried out at various, constant temperatures. Inunediately after each polarization (P cycle) a depolarization (D cycle) is performed and a
definite part of the released charge is measured. The selective polarizations and the
choice of this part are made in such a way that the measured charge is due mainly
to the dipoles which relaxation times lie in a given fixed interval ("window"), for instance in the interval (0.1 s, l s). Since the relaxation times of different dipoles lie at
different temperatures in this interval, a thennogram is obtained similar to the TSDC
thermo grams.
A detailed description of the new measuring procedure as well as definitions and
expressions for the new thermograms, which are studied for the first time, are given in
the paper.
In all calculations for the electronic charge and for the Boltzmann constant the
following values are used:

e = 1.6021917 x 10- 19 C,

k = 1.380622 x 10- 23 JK- 1

.

2. Assumptions
(a) The dielectric is polar without charge carriers. Only the orientational polarization of its permanent dipoles is considered here.
(b) The dependence of relaxation times on temperature is given by the usually
used expression T(T) = Toa(T), where To and a(T) are the preexponential
and the shift factors, respectively. The shift factor is a decreasing function of
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A being the activation energy.
(c) The equilibrium polarization is inversely proportional to temperature according
to the Langevin's formula.
(d) The polarization obeys the Debye equation.

3. Measuring Procedure and Thermograms
One PD cycle consists of one P cycle and one D cycle performed at a constant temperature.
During every P cycle a special type polarizing voltage up(t) is applied to the capacitor
containing the sample under investigation (the measuring capacitor). Let Upm denotes
the "amplitude" of up(l), Upm =max lup(t)I.
Every P cycle consists of m equal subintervals (cycles), m ;:::: 1. The duration of each
of them is equal to the constant h. The j-th cycle, j = 1, ... , m, begins at t = tj-l and
ends at t = tj, where tj = t 0 + jh. The polarizing voltage in this cycle (tj-l :St< tj)
is
(1)
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where Tj is a number between -1 and 1, and s(x) is a dimensionless function defined
for 0 :::; x :::; 1, max ls(x)I = 1. At least one of the numbers Tj, j = 1, ... , m, must be
equal to 1 or to -1.
Expression (1) means that the waveform of the polarizing voltage is one and the
same in each cycle and is determined by the function s(x). The magnitudes and the
polarities of this voltage in the individual cycles, however, are different depending on
the constants r j.
The duration of each P cycle is Tp = mh. The durations of the D and PD cycles are
Td and Tpd =TT'+ Td, respectively.
Three polarizing voltages are show in Fig. 1. For each of them t 0 = 0, Upm = 40 V
and s(x) = 1. For upa(t) m = 1 and r 1 = l; for Upb(t) m = 2, rz = -1 and r 2 = 1;
for upc(t) m = 2, r 1 = -1 and r 2 = 0.8.
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Fig. 1. One cycle (Upa(t)) and two-cycle (Vpb(t), Upc(t)) polarizing voltages

It was shown in [ 1O] that the polarization can be made selective by a suitable choice
of the numbers r j, j = 1 . ... , m. The same result can be achieved with other parameters
of the polarizing voltage, for instance with m = 1 and a suitable continuously varying
function s(x).
During each D cycle the measuring capacitor is shorten and the charge
dih

Q21

=

J

i(t')dt'

(2)

dih

is measured, where t' is the time elapsed from the beginning of the D cycle, i(t') is
the dependence of the depolarization current on this time, and d 1 > 0 and d 2 > d 1 are
suitable positive numbers.
If the duration T pd of one PD cycle is small, for instance if T pd :::; 1 s, the measurement of q21 at each constant temperature can be repeated periodically in order to
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simplify measurements and to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. In that way, however,
when the time average of the polarizing voltage in a P cycle is not zero, all dipoles will
be polarized, and steady-state conditions will be achieved very slowly. To avoid these
disadvantages the sing of the polarizing voltage must be changed in every subsequent
P cycle as it is shown in Fig. 1. So this voltage becomes periodical with a period equal
to 2Tpd and with average value equal to zero.
The charge q 21 is measured at many constant temperatures T1 , T2 , . . . by keeping
all other parameters of the experiment unchanged. Thus its dependence on temperature;
i.e. the function q21 (T ; h) is measured. (Here and further the duration of one cycle h
is a parameter of the corresponding function.)
Let's define the charge

Co(Tr)
T
qr= Co(T) q21(T; h) = TrQ21(T; h)
where Co (T) is the part of the static capacitance of the measuring capacitor at temperature T, which is caused by the slowly reacting dipoles of the sample, and C0 (Tr) is the
same capacitance at a constant reference temperature Tr. Each one of these capacitances
is proportional to the so called relaxation strength cs - c 00 [3) at the corresponding temperature, where cs and c 00 are the static and the high-frequency dielectric constants,
respectively.
Generally speaking, we define the thennogram as dependence of the charge Qr on
temperature or on some suitable function of temperature. Here we consider two kinds
of thennograms. The first of them,

t

h
I

h

I

h

T
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PD cycle ...
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= G (T;/fJ; h)

,

(4)

expresses the dependence of the same charge on the variable fJ = T;;r, where T; is a
constant temperature equal or not to the reference temperature Tr.
To draw a thermogram one must:
(a) measure the charge q21 at a set of temperatures T 1 , T 2 , ... ;
(b) choose the constant temperatures Tr and T;;
(c) calculate and plot the charge Qr as ordinate;
(d) plot T or 0 = T;,/T as abscissa for a thennogram of the first or the second
kind, respectively.

4. General Expressions for the Thermograms
eginning of the D cycle, i(t') is
time, and d 1 > 0 and d2 > di are
instance if T pd ~ 1 s, the mearepeated periodically in order to

We consider initially a dielectric which contains n groups of dipoles, n 2'. 1. The parameters of the i-th group, i = 1, ... , n, are: pre-exponential factor Toi, shift factor ai(T)
or activation energy Ai, relaxation time Ti(T) = Toiai(T) and static partial capacitance
Ci(T) (or corresponding relaxation strength). The sum of all partial capacitances is equal
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to the whole capacitance C 0 (T), introduced above. For that reason c1 +
Ci(T) . ·
where Ci= Co(T)' i= l, ... ,n.

· · · + Cn =

1,

The Debye equation for the image charge qi(t; T) on the plates of the measuring
capacitor caused by the i-th group of dipoles, i = 1, ... , n, at a constant temperature
T, is

(5)
where u(t) is the voltage, applied to the measuring capacitor.
A thennogram G(T; h) (as well as the thermogram G 1 (0; h)) is measured point by
point, i.e. at constant temperatures T1 , T 2 , ... the values G(T1 ; h), G(T2 ; h), ... are
measured.
Let T is one of these temperatmes. At temperature T the sample is polarized and
depolarized periodically as was described in the previous section. During the first PD
cycle the value Q(l) (T; h) is measured, during the second one Q( 2 ) (T; h) is measured
etc. It does not matter which PD cycle is taken as first but, clearly, the polarization
of the sample at the begim1ing of this cycle (the initial polarization for temperature T)
must be small.
Using Eq. (5) we obtain for the value Q(~t) (T; h) measured during the µ-th PD cycle,
µ = 1, ... , i.e. for the thennogram Q(µ) (T; h), the following expression:

µ= 1, ...

(6)
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and 8(T) is the error which is due to the initial polarization mentioned above. This error
is very small if the first initial polarization (for temperature T 1 ) is small. Furthermore,
it can be easily detected and practically removed, because it varies slowly while the
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useful part (the first addend) in expression (6) changes its sign in each new PD cycle.
The detailed analysis of this error is beyond the scope of the present paper and further
it will be neglected.
Similar expression for the thennogram can be derived for a dielectric with a continuous spectrnm of relaxation times. Let fT(To) is the To distribution function for a
dielectric with an arbitrary shift factor and distribution in To (only), and f A(A) is the
A distribution function for a dielectric with Arrhenius type shift factor and distribution in A. If Po is the whole equilibrium polarization of the dielectric, then, as usual,
PofT( To)dTo is the polarization caused by the dipoles with pre-exponential factors from
To to To+ dTo in the first case, and PofA (A )dA is the polarization caused by the dipoles
with activation energies from A to A + dA in the second one.
It can be proved that

J
00

Q(J;,)(T;h)

= Qm(Tr)

<P(T;T)V(µ)

(~) dT

µ= 1, ...

(7)

0

where

for a dielectric with distribution in To, and
<l>(T; T)

=

k:

fA [kTln (

~)]

for a dielectric with distribution in A.
The function <D(T; T) is distribution a function, too. If Po is again the equilibrium
polarization of the dielectric at a given temperature T, then the polarization caused by
the dipoles with relaxation times from T to T + dT at this temperature, is Po<P( T; T)dT.
It is seen from Eqs (6) and (7) that the role of the "window" (mentioned in the introduction) plays the function V(µ) (x), µ = 1, ... which depends only on the measuring
procedure. Hence, using an appropriate measuring procedure one can ensure the most
suitable parameters of this function for a concrete measurement.
It is convenient to make measurements either with µ = 1, when w~µ) (x) = 1, or
with sufficiently large µ, when
w~µ)(x) ~

( 1)iHl
-

,

1 +exp(-::)

zation mentioned above. This error
erature T1 ) is small. Furthermore,
ecause it varies slowly while the

i. e. when w~~t) (x) only changes its sign in each subsequent PD cycle.
It the following, in order to simplify the notation, the superscript µ in the expressions
for the thennograms will be omitted, provided that the proper values of the functions
W3, w, and V are used.
Four thermograms computed for a dielectric containing two groups of dipoles are
plotted in Fig. 2. The "window" for curves A and D is the widest, and for curve C -
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the narrowest. That is why the the1mogram C exhibits the two maxima best, i. e. it has
the best resolution, but at the same time its maxima are the smallest. As a rule, when
the resolution ·is high the efficiency of the polarizations and the measured charges are
smaller.
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Fig. 2.
A, B, C, D: normalized thermograms G1 (B; h)
G1 (e; h) IQ m(Tr) computed for polarizing voltages 'Upa, Upb, Upc, 'Upa,

e

respectively (see Fig. I);
= 10 4 /T. For curves A, B and C h
0.04 s, for curve D h = 0.08 s. Dielectric: n = 2, c 1 = C2 = 0.5, A 1
11
A2 = 0.5 eV, Toi= 10s, To2 = /3To1,/3 = /3:nin ~ 4.955

and subtracting expressi

=
=

where q* is the heating
the logarithm is zero, i.

5. Dielectric with a Single Relaxation Time
Putting n = 1 in expression (6) and omitting the subscript, we obtain
G(T; h)

T(T)] .
= Qm(Tr)V [ h

(a) Let the maximum of the function V(x) is at x

=

= 0.01 Ks- 1 , 'II
10- 10 s), and Xm = 0.5
only if the duration of o,
T,.,,,. If, fo, ;rnfonre, h

(8)
Xm.

For q*

Then the maximum of

the thennogram G(T; h) is at temperature Tm, where
(9)
Hence, the relaxation time Tm is detennined by the measuring procedure and
is always known. Since the temperature Tm can be read from the measured
thennogram, the maximum of one thermogram detennines one point of the dependence TT, and the maxima of several the1mograms measured with different
values of h detennine several such points.
(b) It follows from expression (8), written for T

= Tm,

that Co(Tr)

=

Gmax

.

1

6. Dielectric with Distrib

For a dielectric with distribution i
the expressions (6) and (7) reduce

G(T:
where

UpmVmax

Using this expression one can evaluate the static capacitance C0 (Tr) and the
corresponding relaxation strength.
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(c) The function V(x) is known and its inverse function Vinv can be found. As
follows from expression (8)

G(T; h) ]

= hVinv [ Co(Tr)Uprn .

T(T)

Consequently, using a measured thennogram one can obtain experimentally the
dependence of the relaxation time on the temperature for temperatures near to
Tm· From a thermogram measured with another value of h this dependence
can be obtained for another temperatures.
(cl) In case of Arrhenius type shift factor the maxinmm of a thermogram G(T; h)
is at a temperature Tm which is considerably higher than the temperature 7tsdc
of the TSDC peak for the same dielectric. Writing the equations for Tm (expression (9)) and for 1tsdc [2] in the from

ograms

~=ln(Xmh)

(10)

~=In kTt;dc

(11)

kTm

44

61 (O; h)

k7tsdc

ltages 1.1.pa, Upb, Upc, Upa,
urves A, B and C h =
2,c1=C2=0.5,Ai =
ffmm;::::: 4.955

To

ToQ* A

and subtracting expression (11) from expression (10) we obtain

~=~-In kTJdc
kTm

q* Ahxm

k7tsac

where q* is the heating rate for the TSDC method. Obviously, Tm
the logarithm is zero, i. e. if

'me

= Tisdc

if

script, we obtain
For q* = 0.01 Ks- 1 , Tisdc = 200 K, A = 0.5 eV (implying that To :::::: 1. 73 x
10- 10 s), and Xm = 0.5 we find h:::::: 1379 s. This result shows that Tm= 7tsdc
only if the duration of one cycle h is very large. For lower values of h Tm>
7tsdc· If, for instance, h = 0.1 sunder the same conditions Tm:::::: 298 K.

(8)
t x = Xm. Then the maximum of
where

m,

(9)
d by the measuring procedure and
can be read from the measured
m detennines one point of the dennograms measured with different

=Tm, that Co(Tr) = U

Gmax
V.

.

6. Dielectric with Distribution in To
For a dielectric with distribution in To (the shift factor a(T) is the same for all dipoles)
the expressions (6) and (7) reduce to

G(T;h)

=

[a(~)]

where

pm max

static capacitance C0 (Tr) and the

Qm(Tr)g
n

g(T) =

LCiV (~)
t=l

(12)
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in case of a discrete distribution and

J
00

g(T) =

JT(To)V

(~) dTo

0

in case of a continuous one.
Let some thermograms are measured for different values of h: hi , h 2 , . . .•
(a) When the shift factor is of An·henius type, as it follows from expressions (12)
and (4), and if

co

u

i

= kT~
(hi )
A In hi ,

i = 2, ...

the equations obtained by equat1
This means that for /3 = /3min cal
Tims /3min is defined exactly.
Firstly, we calculate /3min fo
G' (T ; h ) = 0, G" (T ; h) = O (
equations G~ (O; h) = 0, G~(O;,
obtain

(13)

then
i = 2, . . .

where V (x) is the "window'', y

Hence, the thermograms G 1 ( O; hi) , i = 1, . . . have indentical shapes,
they are shifted only horizontally one to another (see curves A and D in
Fig. 2). When the activation energies of the dipoles are not equal the shapes
of the curves arc different. Therefore, when some measured them10grams
G i ( O; hi) , Gi (O; h2) , . . . are shifted only horizontally one to another, the activation energy is one and the same for all dipoles and can be calculated by
means of expression (13) after measuring the shifts OOi .
(b) When a(T ) is an arbitrarily decreasing finction of temperature, as follows from
expression (12), and ifthe temperatures T 1 , T2 , ... are chosen so that
.. . '

(14)

the second one. The solution oft
of the inflexion point, respectiv

Let d1 = 1 and d2 = 2 (see e ·
the charge q21 is measured on
constant (s(x)
exp (

1

~ ) [1 -

=

1). Then w1 (

exp (

~l)

r

For the one-cycle polarizatio
upa(t) given in Fig. 1) w2 (x) =

then
(15)
The converse of this statement is also trne (i. e. the Eq. (14) follows from Eq.
(15)) if points lying on the corresponding parts of the individual thermograms
are used, for instance on the increasing parts. This feature of the thennograms
allows one to determine the shift factor experimentally (to an accuracy of a
constant multiplier) using a suitable set of thennograms and points on them.

7. The Resolution of the New Thermograms
In this section we consider a dielectric with Arrhenius type shift factor, containing two
groups of dipoles for which c 1 = c 2 = 1, Ai = A 2 = 0.5 eV, Toi = 10- 11 s, and
To2 = {3To1, where f3 > 1.
A measure of the resolution of a thennogram is the smallest value of the constant
/3, /3min , for which the two maxima of this thennogram (con-esponding to the two groups
of dipoles) start to separate. Following [3] we accept as /3min the value of /3 , for which
the thennogram has a max,imum and an inflexion point. But, unlike [3], where the
presence of the inflexion point is detennined visually, fiere for that purpose we solve

where z = exp (- 1/ y), fi( z )
Combining these equations we
All thennograms shown in Fig.
with /3 = /3~1 ;,,· Obviously, in thi
insufficient.
For a two-cycle polarization
voltage is equal to Upb(t) shown
(16) we obtain again the Eqs (1
z(z - 1)(16z 2 - ll z + 1). The
and z ~ 0. 01 652.
Further, we find

/3min

for a T
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the equations obtained by equating to zero the first two derivatives of the thermogram.
This means that for {3 = f3min calculated here the thermogram has a true inflexion point.
Thus f3min is defined exactly.

values of h: h1, h2, ....
sit follows from expressions (12)

Firstly, we calculate f3min for two of the new thermograms. From the equations
G'(T; h) = 0, G"(T; h) = 0 (the differentiation is with respect to T) or from the
equations G~(O;h) = o,cno;h) = 0 (the differentiation is with respect to 0), we
obtain

V'(y)
i = 2, ...

),

i

(13)

= 2, ...

V"(y)

where V(x) is the "window", y =

1,... have indentical shapes,
nother (see curves A and D in
dipoles are not equal the shapes
en some measured them1ograms
rizontally one to another, the acdipoles and can be calculated by
shifts 8Bi.
n of temperature, as follows from
2 , ... are chosen so that

(14)

+ {3V ({3y) = 0
+ {3 2 V"({3y) = 0
1

T 01 a(T)/h

(16)
(16a)

in the first case and y =Toi

the second one. The solution of these equations for {3 and y gives
of the inflexion point, respectively.

f3min

a(T~/O)

and the abscissa

Let d1 = 1 and d2 = 2 (see expression (2)), w 3 (x) = 1 (at each constant temperature
the charge q21 is measured only once), and the polarizing voltage in each cycle is

r

constant (s(x) = 1). Then w 1 (x) = 1 - exp (
exp (

~])

[1- exp (

~l)

~l)

and the "window" is V(x) =

W2(x).

For the one-cycle polarization (m = 1, r 1 = l; the polarizing voltage is equal to

upa(t) given in Fig. l) w2(x) = 1 and the Eqs {16) reduce to

+ fi(z 1lf3) = 0
f3 2 h(z) + h(z 1lf3) = 0
f3fi(z)

2) = ....

(15)

. e. the Eq. (14) follows from Eq.
rts of the individual thermograms
. This feature of the thermograms
erimentally (to an accuracy of a
ennograms and points on them.

ms
s type shift factor, containing two
11
2 = 0.5 eV, To1 = 10s, and
he smallest value of the constant
(coffesponding to the two groups
as f3min the value of {3, for which
oint. But, unlike [3], where the
y, .here for that purpose we solve

in

(17)
(17a)

where z = exp(-1/y), fi(z) = z(z - 1)(3z - 1), and h(z)
z(9z 2 - 8z + 1).
Combining these equations we find the solution {3 = {3~in ~ 4.955 and z ~ 0.01554 .
All thermograms shown in Fig. 2, as well as thennogram A in Fig. 3, are computed
with {3 = {3~1 ; 11 • Obviously, in this case the resolution of the TSDC thennogram is quite
insufficient.
For a two-cycle polarization (m = 2) with r 1 = -1 and r 2 = 1 (the polarizing
voltage is equal to Upb(t) shown in Fig. I) w 2(x) = 1- exp(-1/x). Starting from Eqs
(16) we obtain again the Eqs {17), but now f 1 (z) = z(l - z) 2 (4z - 1) and h(z) =
z(z - 1)(16z 2 - llz + 1). The new solution of these equations is {3 = {3~; 11 ~ 3.888
and z ~ 0.01652.
Further, we find

f3min

for a TSDC thennogram. In our case the TSD current is

i(T) = _Q_(z
2T1 (T)

+ ~z 1 !f3
(3
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where

Q = const,
_

z - exp [

r=ln

f

ot1 exp(r - a')

a' 2

da

As can be seen,

l

We have made similar com
measuring procedure. The res:
grams is always considerably

,

8. Conclusion

A- )
(kq*To1 .

((3f - l)z 1l.B + (3 2 (! - l)z = 0

f -

~ " ~ 1.

{Jmin

l Iieatmg
. rate, a= A
.
. ..
q*.is tie
, and a 0 = -A , To bemg
the m1tial temperature
kT
kTo
.
Starting from equations i' (T) = 0, i" (T) = 0, after some transfonnations, we obtain

1

/]'"
111

1

(3 = f-2a_(_l_+_a)_e_x_p_(a---I'-)---1

(18)
(18a)

where f = a 2 exp(a-r). These equations are analogous to the Eqs (16). Their solution
for (3 and a gives f3min and the abscissa of the inflexion point for the TSDC thennogram.
We take for To a typical value, To = 77.35 K (the temperature of the liquid nitrogen),
and a small value for the heating rate, q* = 0.01 Ks- 1 , because for small heating rates
the resolution of the TSDC method is higher [3].
We solve the Eqs (18) by means of a carefully written double precision FORTRAN
program. The integral in the expression for z was calculated to a high precision (the
relative error was probably less than 10- 10 ) by a double-precision version of the subroutine for adaptive integration QUANC8 described in [ 11]. The solution found is
(3 = (3:,~;0 ~ 8.237 and a~ 29.90. The thennogram Bin Fig. 3 was computed with this
value of (3.

The method proposed here as c
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/Jmin

We have made similar computations for other parameters of the dielectric and of the
measuring procedure. The results obtained show that the resolution of the new thermograms is always considerably higher than the resolution if the TSDC thermograms.

8. Conclusion
eing the initial temperature.
r some transfonnations, we obtain

)z= 0
r) - 1

(18)
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n point for the TSDC thennogram.
temperature of the liquid nitrogen),
1
, because for small heating rates
itten double precision FORTRAN
alculated to a high precision (the
uble-precision version of the subd in [ 11]. The solution found is
in Fig. 3 was computed with this

The method proposed here as compared with the TSDC method requires a more complicated experimental setup [ 12], but together with that it has some important advantages:
(i) lts themy is more simple and its assumptions may be more general.
(ii) Its resolution is considerably higher.
(iii) It offers a sure and convenient way for checking whether the activation energy
is one and the same for all dipoles and if it so for its experimental detennination.
(iv) Its properties (resolution, efficiency of polarizations) can be adapted to the actual purpose and conditions of the experiment by choosing a suitable measuring
procedure.
(v) No cooling and storage stages exist and hence there is no influence of such
stages on the thennograms.
As described in Section 3, in order to measure the new thermograms one must vary
the temperature in steps. It is clear, however, that these thermograms can be measured
also at slowly increasing (as in the TSDC method) or decreasing temperature. Then the
exact interpretation of the experimental data must be based on another theory.
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